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We were with 9 other people at the "consultation" about the wall construction that Natacha 
Bouchart want to make in Calais.
Really, four things surprised me (well, maybe not surprise ...).
First surprise is that we were only 10! As far as I know, none of the big associations were there. It is
not a blame and I am sure there were lot of others things to do elsewhere or the end of ramadan to 
celebrate.
Second surprise was about the absence of Natacha Bouchart herself. The meeting was then 
presented by M. Agius, deputy mayor of Calais, Mr Berton, the subprefect and the superintendent 
among others.
Third surprise comes with the title itself of the slide show "presentation of the wall". OK! This is 
actually not a consultation but a presentation of a already defined and imposed wall( that will finally
be confirmated later).
Fourth surprise has been to see that, for once, the ones we usually call pro and anti migrants agreed 
on this point : the wall will not be useful! And even better : one of the "calaisien en colère" even 
called out to open the borders!! No, this is not a dream!
Anyways, we can also conclude from that meeting that neither the prefecture(demonstration...)

The presentation, and not the consultation, happened in 2 times : 
-Presentation
-Questions

Were present : us 10..., calaisiens en colère (organisation of citizens of Calais clearly against the 
migrants, not to say fascists), "reprenons Calais", "Calais libre" (2 others fascists groups), residents 
and some members of some group...

Construction of a anti intrusion soundproof wall on the RN 216

*Mr Agius deputy mayor of Calais :
-the wall will be set between route de Gravelines and zone Marcel Doret
-about the eviction :
. some are still sleeping in the South zone
. the North zone is expending.
-he congratulated police work
-reminded that they asked Cazeneuve before about an eviction and they will ask again Francois 
Hollande if he doesn't do something before he comes.
-they still want to keep only the containers with 1500 places et the 400 for women and children in 
Jules Ferry, "what rest won't remain like that"

*Vincent Berton, subprefect :
-remains the extent of the wall
-"barbwire is ugly and not impassable"
-why this wall?
."to protect the car drivers attacked by migrants" (according to him, the migrants are here in this 
purpose even if he admits that it is a minority)
.to protect the residents in order to avoid any trespassing in their gardens
.to protect Calais, its port and its economy
-remains the environmental interest, a dicrease of helicopter use, an ethics leading to a welcoming 
appearance (luckily he chose the word appearance!)
-fully financed by the British (which seems to be mostly unknown to them).



*Somebody from the Directorate of roads :
-remains the location of the wall
-defines it:
.4 meters high
.smoothed concrete with some stripes towards the jungle that will represents pictures of Calais 
"scenes", e.g. the belfry, the 6 burghers of Calais... (visible from the jungle but not only)
.on the other side (seen by the car drivers) : plants that will not be here at the beginning since they 
need 2 years to grow.
.evacuation corridors planned
.reliable but movable in case of situation change
.CCTV : 2 houses will be within its range but their residents faces will be blurred
.16 weeks of work beginning in august

*Superintendent :
-January : 3000 intrusions
-June : 22000 intrusions (some of us noticed that the more walls there are, the more intrusions there 
are so a new wall is useless!)
asked to have one CRS each 10 meters but it is not possible
So the wall would be the "only solution"
"The attacks will be moved" (an other one speaking about "attacks")
The wall would then authorize to put the police elsewhere. "After the wall, the area is more difficult
to attack".

Questions
[...]
(Then follows mostly exchanges between fascists and the speakers that did not lead to much 
informations except the confirmation that the North part and what remains from the South part of 
the Jungle have to be evicted and it comes with the construction of this wall.)


